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Compacted car bodies 
are easy to transport 

The extremely powerful engine ensures even  
the largest vehicles can be flattened effectively. 

 
 

Our	car	fla(ener	offers	our	uses	the	most	efficient	way	to	transport	ELV’s	to	the	
shredder	while	occupying	as	li(le	space	as	possible.	

Our flattener features two solid lids hinged on opposite 
sides with a crush force of 110 tons.  The system will 
compact any vehicle up to just 12.4 ft in length and up 
to only 13.8 inches in height. Any residual liquids will be 
collected and discharged into an external container. 
 
Available in a stationary and mobile version. 
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Car press 

      ORDER INFORMATION  
 
N-37100 SEDA CarFlattener manually electric 
N-37101 SEDA CarFlattener manually diesel 
N-37102 SEDA CarFlattener autom. electric 
N-37103 SEDA CarFlattener autom. diesel 

       TECHNICAL DETAILS 
 
Overall length:  30 Ft 
Overall width :  9 Ft 
Overall height:  12 Ft 
Total weight:  22 t 
Engine power:  40 Horsepower 
Dimensions open:  18 x 7 Ft 
Dimensions closed:  14 x 7 Ft 
Cycle time:  about 50 seconds 

Several car bodies  
can be pressed flat 

Pressed flat car bodies ready to transport 

Car body before Car body afterwards 

A container loading capacity of 13-15 tons can 
be achieved by flattening mid-sized cars and 
trucks. This will yield a 90 -100 % container fill 
rate, guaranteed. This allows our users to 
maximize efficiency and ensures all possible 
space within a cargo hold is utilized. 
 
In addition submersible pumps for liquids and a 
central lubrication system for the lids and 
cylinder bearings is also available per request. 


